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EK-CPU Lignum - Walnut

$189.99
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Short Description
EK-CPU Lignum is built upon EK-Velocity, a high-performance flagship premium quality CPU water block for
modern Intel and AMD processors. It features all the perks of EK-Velocity with the added bonus, a uniquely
luxurious wooden cover. Each waterblock features a unique wood pattern which differs from every other
waterblock that is made.

Description
EK-CPU Lignum is built upon EK-Velocity, a high-performance flagship premium quality CPU water block for
modern Intel and AMD processors. It features all the perks of EK-Velocity with the added bonus, a uniquely
luxurious wooden cover. Each waterblock features a unique wood pattern which differs from every other
waterblock that is made.
EK Lignum
The founder and owner of EK Water Blocks, Edvard König, has designed a new line of showstopping products
- the EK Lignum series.
Mr. König discovered his passion for woodworking at a very young age and began his career in a workshop.
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That knowledge and enthusiasm ultimately led him to start designing and manufacturing water blocks that
we know today. It was only a matter of time when these two paths of his would collide and bring about
something truly amazing.
EK Lignum, signature edition of EK liquid cooling products is inspired by Mr. Edvard König’s love for
woodwork and modern computer technologies, and named after the Latin translation of the word ''wood''. It
is the perfect symbiosis of the oldest natural building material and contemporary high-end cooling solutions.
An unparalleled example of how your PC can reflect your lifestyle. EK Lignum and it’s wooden opulence can
bring a feeling of comfort and warmth to your home while keeping your PC cool and silent for its maximum
possible performance.
EK-CPU Lignum
This water block is utilizing the 5th generation of the award-winning EK CPU water block cooling engine,
further tweaked for performance and optimal coolant flow! Low hydraulic flow restriction enables this
product to be used in setups using weaker water pumps or lower pump speeds for added silent operation,
while still achieving top performance!
The purest copper available on the market is used for the EK-CPU Lignum cold plate which is precisely
machined to a dense micro-fin structure. The contact surface itself is machine polished for better contact
with the CPU IHS. This version of the water block features a nickel-plated copper cold plate with a CNC
machined high-quality black POM acetal top piece serving as a functional top, covered by a layer of walnut
acting as an aesthetic cover.
The EK-CPU Lignum cooling engine is characterized by the top-integrated jet nozzle which is combined with a
thicker jet plate allowing a more precise bow control. The simplified water block structure offers a more
optimized coolant flow and easier maintenance, while the interchangeable thick jet plate ensures the best
contact surface for mainstream and HEDT Intel platforms.
The block is equipped with a reinforced hold-down bracket, and the enclosed mounting kit includes all the
necessary mounting screws, mounting springs, an Intel 115x backplate, AMD AM4 backplate, rubber
backplate gasket and a small tube of Thermal Grizzly Hydronaut high-performance thermal paste. The EKCPU Lignum CPU water block features a universal mounting mechanism that offers error-preventing, toolless installation supporting Intel LGA-115x and LGA-20xx sockets out of the box. The mounting screws are
streamlined and are even smaller than before for an added aesthetical perfection.
EK-CPU Lignum comes with 2 EK-HTC Lignum fittings in the package.

Specifications
CPU socket compatibility:
- Intel LGA-1150/1151/1155/1156
- Intel LGA-2011(-3)
- Intel LGA-2066
- AMD AM4

Made in Slovenia - Europe!
PLEASE NOTE:
The use of specifically engineered coolants that contain corrosion, scale, and biological inhibitors is
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mandatory to prevent damage to your nickel plated water block! EK is offering a selection of such
products in the coolants section.
This product should NOT be installed with any aluminum EK Fluid Gaming parts!

Additional Info
Material / Design / Color option
Threads
Sockets

Nickel Acetal
G1/4
Intel, AMD

Additional Information
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Brand

EK Waterblocks

SKU

EK-CPU-LIGNUM-WALNUT-D

Weight

2.5000

Color

Brown

CPU Series

Intel LGA 1150/1151/1155/1156/2011(-3)/2066 AMD
AM4/Ryzen

Block CPU Type

Intel/AMD

Vendor SKU/EAN

3831109817223
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